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Abstract: In this paper proposed for RF energy harvesting from GSM mobile sources. This technique have
alternative power to next generation wireless networks, it is advantage in supporting for wireless low power
devices. In our system presents available antenna and charging pump used to charge the low power devices
like mobile phone battery, normally in base station is available for commercially charging technology its
produce 915 MHz, we have designed fabricated DC voltage generator as schottky diode based voltage doubler
circuit, measures the result shows voltage of 2.79v is obtained distance of 11m form the GSM mobile source and
a voltage of 0.90v is obtained at a distance of 45m.we believe that our work represents the lowest power
achieved in battery charging system.
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INTRODUCTION Radio frequency (RF) energy is currently broadcasted

Available RF energy in the surrounding or areas including mobile telephones, handheld radios, mobile
close to transmission mobile towers provides an base stations and television/radio broadcast stations [1].
opportunity to harvest that energy. Mobile Cell towers The ability to harvest RF energy, from ambient or
can be used as a continuous source of renewable energy dedicated sources, will enable continuous charging of
as they transmit 24 hours. In India cell towers transmit in low-power devices and could eliminate the need for a
the frequency range of 869- 890 MHz in CDMA, 935-960 battery altogether [2].In future Low power devices can be
MHz in GSM 900 and 1810-1880MHz in GSM 1800 bands. charged to operating life may be extended for batteries.
It transmits 10 to 20W per carrier; there maybe 3 to 4 Low power devices can be designed to operate to use
carriers and 3 to 4 operators on a single tower or spread the system accumulated to get sufficient charge on
over the roof top of buildings. Gain of the cell tower battery. Include two cases, the low power devices can be
transmitter antenna is typically 17dB. The half power connected cable and battery with enough mobile charge
beam width (HPBW) of the antenna in horizontal direction in use and another case mobile can connected to charge
maybe between 60  to 90  and in vertical direction varies freely.o o

between 5 to 10 . Maximum power is received when the In this system major issue is power consumption too o

receiver is in the main beam. For cell site consisting of rectify we have to choose the hardware and wireless
transmitting towers of GSM900 band, signal strengths are sensing element, during power consumption of each
calculated in Table I at various distances according to component should be minimize and its functionalities
Friis transmission equation. need by the wireless sensing element. The power

R  = T T R [ =(4 D)] (1) of the voltage and the amount of electrical currentP P G G
2

Where, hardware components are internally referenced at 5volts.
R - Power receiverP

T  – power Transmitted Evaluation of RF Signal Strength of GSM Mobile Tower:P

T - Transmitted antenna Gain In our practical assessment of an available source energyG

R - Receiver antenna Gain is must to maximizing the overall performance of theG

D- Distance b/w TX & RX antennas harvesting  circuit.  The  energy  received  by   the  mobile

from billions of radio transmitters around the world,

consumed by the wireless sensing element is a function

supplied to each component. In electronics low power
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device is heavily influenced by the same characteristics, Rf Energy Harvesting: A typical energy harvesting
which vary from one place to another place. So this study consists of sensors powered by small batteries that are
is RF energy harvesting. difficult to replace if not impossible. Hence, the sensor

Design of Rectenna: Rectenna is very critical to use in they run out of energy. Thus, reducing the energy
mobile device. In another planer patch antenna are very consumption per bit for end-to-end data transmission is
low profile lightweight and easy to assemble in aperture an important design consideration for such networks. We
size is small. The most popular in fabrication is to reduce assume that each information bit collected by a sensor is
the size of the patch antenna on high permittivity material useful for a finite amount of time; after this time the
(RO6010,Ir ¼ 10.1, d1/4 2.53mm taken for study). information may become irrelevant. Hence all the bits

Switched Capacitor DC-DC Converter: The switched hub node before a certain deadline. Therefore, the
capacitor DC-DC converter with three stages used to maximum end to-end transmission delay for each bit must
design.the chip converter was implemented using the IBM be controlled to meet a given deadline under the hard
RF in CMOS. In the design used six stage converter in all energy constraint. Since all layers of the protocol stack
the switches expect external capacitor, it has been shown affect the energy consumption and delay for the end-to-
in fig.1 is an antenna array. The details of design to be end transmission of each bit, an efficient system requires
found in pervious paper [3]. The system provides a joint design across all these layers as well as the
maximum available output voltage in seven times of input underlying hardware where the energy is actually
voltage through the external capacitor and the major the expended.
users can select the multiplication factor from the (1 to 7 From the dimensions previously presented Fig. 2
times) minimum and maximum input by conducting an shows the CST simulation results for the three band CCR
external capacitor to the output pad. In this design the top antenna in terms of return loss. The results show the three
switches made from nmos and bottom n middle made from clear resonances with a return loss of 20dB or better for all
pmos transmission gates to accumulate the nmos and three bands in both polarizations.
pmos to next stage.

Fig. 1: Basic block diagram for antenna array

Energy Management: The low power devices working
with various conditions with more in available in energy
harvesting. In these variable conditions creates
challenges in large to increase the RF harvesting and
motivated to power management. The energy management
circuit is optimizing the power over a wide range of
conditions.

In this power management requires 3.4v to 30 ma
(100mw) while awake but the only active for 1/100 th of a
second. Average power required is 100 mw. Fig. 2: Loss simulation vertical & horizontal

nodes can only transmit a finite number of bits before

collected by the sensors need to be communicated to a
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